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Introduction to Orbital Sciences Corporation

• Market Leader in Small Space Systems
  – Over 150 Launch Vehicles and Satellites Under Contract, Representing $750 Million Order Backlog

• Technology Innovator and Low-Cost Producer in Small Space Systems
  – Suborbital and Space Launch Vehicles
  – Orbit Transfer Vehicles
  – Spacecraft Systems and Payloads
  – Satellite-Based Communications and Remote Sensing Services

• Strong Industrial and Financial Capabilities
  – Over 800 People on Staff, Including 475 Engineers and Scientists
  – Over 350,000 Square Feet of Engineering, Manufacturing and Administrative Facilities
  – Approximately $130 Million in Projected 1991 Sales; $135M in Total Assets
Orbital's Manpower, Facilities and Financial Growth

Number of Employees (End of Year)

40 70 370 550 700 850

Annual Revenues ($Millions)

4 25 35 80 100 130

R&D Laboratory
Boulder, CO

Corporate Headquarters
Fairfax, VA

Manufacturing and Test Facilities
Chandler, AZ
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Space Data-Products and Services

- Launch Vehicles/Services
  - Unguided
  - Program Guided
  - Inertially Guided

- Payloads
  - Bus
  - Payload Support System
  - Payload Integration

- Support Equipment
  - Launchers
  - Vehicle Handling Equipment

- Tracking and Telemetry Products

- Meteorological Products
Space Transportation Systems

Space Launch Vehicles

Orbit Transfer Vehicles

Suborbital Launch Vehicles
Spacecraft and Space Support Systems

Spacecraft Systems

Space Support Products

Space Payloads
Turn-Key Suborbital Launch Services and Support Systems

Complete vehicle design and analysis

Low-cost fabrication and component assembly

Proven final assembly and test

Demonstrated instrument and payload integration

Worldwide launch operations

Reliable payload recovery systems

Complete range support systems

Versatile tracking and data collection systems

Modular payload and mission support systems

State-of-the-art launchers and ground support equipment
## Representative Space Data-Produced Launch Vehicles
